OnCrawl named best European search
tool for the 3rd consecutive year!

Bordeaux, June 24, 2019 - The technical SEO platform OnCrawl has won the award for
the best European search tool during the 2019 European Search Awards ceremony on
June 20th. This is the third year running that the enterprise solution has been named
the best European search tool.
Each year, the European Search Awards recognize the best of the search marketing industry by
rewarding agencies, software publishers, and industry personalities for their accomplishments,
campaigns, and innovations.
The awards ceremony was held in Budapest on June 20th. For the 8th edition of the event, the
European Search Awards committee received hundreds of applications in 33 different categories.
OnCrawl was nominated in three different categories: Best Software Innovation, Best SEO
Software Suite and Best Search Software Tool. In 2017, the SaaS-based crawl and log analysis
solution won Best Search Software Tool and in 2018 was awarded Best SEO Software Suite. This
year, OnCrawl was again named Best Search Software Tool, after competing against Botify,
SEMRush, Deepcrawl and cognitiveSEO.
“We've come an exceedingly long way in a remarkably short period of time. To receive a Best Search
Software Tool award for the third year in a row is a real accomplishment for our team! This award
motivates us and will continue to drive our efforts to become the industry leader in SEO platforms,"
confirms François Goube, CEO and Co-Founder of OnCrawl.
This prize recognizes the efficiency of the innovations and the investment of the technical SEO
platform's team. Over the course of the last few months, OnCrawl's R&D teams have released
several major updates and developed innovative new features, such as the duplicate content lab,
which is one-of-a-kind in the search industry. The platform depends on its confirmed technical
team, who ensure the stability, performance, and the continual innovation of the tool, which

allows OnCrawl to offer real-time analyses and to process over 200 million URLs per day and
over 100 billion logs per week.
“OnCrawl is the most complete and most powerful SEO solution currently available on the market. Our
enterprise solution is auto-scalable and offers unlimited cloud-based storage. Research and
development is part of our DNA and we're happy to see our efforts recognized with this award!“ says
Tanguy Moal, CTO et Co-Founder of OnCrawl.
From crawl to log analysis to custom dashboards and flexible data ingestion, OnCrawl's solution
evolves day by day to offer the most complete tool imaginable to its clients and users. These
efforts have paid off for a third time and allowed OnCrawl to again be named the best SEO tool
in Europe.

About OnCrawl
Headquartered in Bordeaux, France, OnCrawl is a technical SEO platform for enterprise SEO audits and daily monitoring.
The solution helps more than a thousand clients in 66 countries to improve their organic traffic, rankings, and revenues
by opening Google’s black box. Clients include Vistaprint, Canon, Lastminute.com, Forbes, and other major companies.
Driven by a strong technical spirit, OnCrawl gives search marketers easy access to the data they need by providing
actionable dashboards and reports to support the entire SEO process. The company has already closed two successful
funding campaigns to become the leading SaaS provider for SEO.
For three years in a row, OnCrawl has won the B
 est SEO Tool and Best Search Software Tool awards at the European
Search Awards and was a finalist for the Best SEO Tool at the Martech Awards in 2019.
For more about OnCrawl, please visit https://www.oncrawl.com/.
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